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Not the cry, but the flight of the wild duck, leads the flock to fly and 
follow. 

Chinese Proverb 
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Acting Simply 
 

True leaders 
are hardly known to their followers. 
Next after them are the leaders  
the people know and admire; 
after them, those they fear; 
after them, those they despise. 
 
To give no trust  
is to get no trust. 
 
When the work’s done right, 
with no fuss or boasting, 
ordinary people say, 
“Oh, we did it.” 

Lao-tzu 
(Sixth Century B.C.) 
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Aulajaaqtut 11, Module 4: Inusirniq - Leadership 
 
Learning Competencies 
 
By the end of this module, you will be able to do the following. 

 
• You will explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe 

and evaluate it. 
 
• You will be able to articulate lessons learned from earlier 

generations related to the values of the community. 
 
• You will understand global views of leadership and how the Inuit 

world view can add to this knowledge. 
 
• You will know what it means to ‘tell one’s own story’ and take the 

lead in doing so. 
 
• You will increase your understanding of the concept of 

pilimmaksarniq/skills and knowledge acquisition. 
 
• You will increase your understanding of the concept of 

qanuqtuurungnarniq/being resourceful to solve problems. 
 
• You will demonstrate innovative thinking to solve a problem. 
 
• You will increase your understanding of the concept of 

piliriqatigiingniq/collaborative relationships or working together 
for a common purpose. 

 
• You will demonstrate an understanding of the concept of avatimik 

kamattiarniq/stewardship as it was thought of in the past and how 
it is understood today. 
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• You will explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe 
and evaluate it. 

 
• You will increase your understanding of the aajiiqatigiiniq /concept 

of consensus decision making. 
 
• You will work with others to demonstrate aajiiqatigiiniq /consensus 

decision making. 
 
• You will understand and value the concept of pijitsirarniq/serving and 

demonstrate this through serving others. 
 
• You will discuss the eight guiding principles of Inuit 

Qaujimajatuqangit and how these relate to leadership in Inuit 
society. 

 
• You will evaluate personal growth. 
 
 

When you have finished this module, rate how well you are able to do 
these things in the Competencies Evaluation in Appendix A. 
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Unit 1: What Makes a Leader? 
What is leadership? 

Summary Details 
(what is written on each strip, listed in bullet form) 

1. 
 
 
 

•  

2. 
 
 
 

•  

3. 
 
 
 

•  

4. 
 
 
 

•  

5. 
 
 
 

•  

6.  
 
 
 

•  

7. 
 
 
 

•  

8.  
 
 
 

•  

9.  
 
 
 

•  
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Reflection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

Content 
Who were some of the 
leaders people identified? 
What do you know about 
the person whose name 
was pinned onto your 
back? 

Collaborative 
How did you help each 
other successfully identify 
the leaders on the cards 
pinned on to your back? 
 

Personal 
Do you identify with 
the leaders in any 
way? What kind of 
questions will you ask 
the next time you do 
an activity like this? 

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________ 

______________________

______________________
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Build the Highest Tower 
 

Observation Sheet: 

 

Names How the 
group 
organizes for 
work 

How 
decisions are 
made by the 
group 

Whether 
participation 
and influence 
is distributed 
throughout 
the group, or 
whether a few 
members do 
everything 

How the group 
reacts to winning 
or losing 

1.  
 
 

    

2.  
 
 

    

3.   
 
 

    

4.  
 
 

    

5.  
 
 

    

6.  
 
 

    

7.  
 
 

    

Group  
 

   

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 2: Leadership: Authoritarian versus Humanitarian 
 

Mind Map 
Fill out the mind map to show what you learned about these concepts 
from your family. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leadership – Inusirniq 

Pijitsirarniq   
Serving 

Aajiqatigiingniq  
Consensus Decision Making 

Qanuqtuurungnarniq  
Being Resourceful to 

Solve Problems 

Pilimmaksarniq  
Skills and Knowledge Acquisition 

Avatimik Kamattiarniq 
Environmental Stewardship 

Piliriqatigiingniq 
Collaborative 

Relationship or 
Working Together for 

a Common Purpose 

Lessons from 
my parents  

Lessons from 
legends or stories 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Content 
From listening to the 
Elder or community 
member who discussed 
leadership in your 
community in the past, 
how do you see the 
idea of leadership 
being different today 
from back then? 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

Collaborative 
In the Put yourself on the 
Line activity, when were 
the times that you were 
surprised by how your 
classmates placed 
themselves on the line in 
relation to where you put 
yourself? 

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Personal 
How has hearing 
about leadership 
from a traditional 
point of view 
helped you 
understand your 
community 
better? 
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IQ/QQ Comparison 
 

The chart is a guide for discussions your group can have to compare 
leadership from the perspectives of Inuit and Qallunaat. 

 
 
 

Qualities From an Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit 
perspective… 

From a Qallunaat 
Qaujimajatuqangit 
(traditional western) 
perspective… 

Power   
How did (the) leader(s) 
gain power over others? 
 

  

Values   
From what the leaders 
did, what could you tell 
about what they valued? 

  

Conflict Resolution   
How did leaders resolve 
conflict? 
 

  

Humanitarian vs 
Authoritarian   
Which do you feel is 
more highly prized in 
the culture? 

  

Influence   
How did the leader get 
other people to follow 
what the leader wanted 
done? 

  

Vision 
What mission or vision 
did this leader have for 
his or her people? 

  

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 3: Pilimmaksarniq/The Concept of Skills and Knowledge 
Acquisition – Child to Adult 
 

Lessons My Parents Gave Me! 
 

Think of some sayings that relate to lessons your parents taught you 
when you were younger. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Never mock (make fun of) a person 
with a disability, as this can bring on 
bad consequences. 

Don’t steal or your fingernails will 
fall out. 
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How was it done in the past? 
 
Find a person who can describe how child rearing was done in the past. 
The ideas explored should be done in as much depth as possible. The 
information will be shared with the class and can be shared in any way 
you feel comfortable. Choose one of the following topics. Use the lined 
sheet to put down the information you gather and to explore ways of 
presenting this to the class. 
 

The topics are: 
1. How did a young couple learn what they needed to learn about 

bringing up a child? 
 

2. What happened to children when very important topics were 
discussed among the adults? How did that strengthen a young 
child in the past? 

 

3. How did a parent know that a child was ready to learn something, 
for example, how to skin a caribou, prepare skins, go on their first 
bear hunt? 

 

4. How were children taught to deal with conflict? 
 

5. Why were children taught to respect their Elders? How has that 
changed to today? 

 

6. How were children named in the past? What did these names 
mean in the child’s upbringing and how they were referred to? 

 

7. How were children taught to share? 
 

8. What lessons were taught to children to help them learn how to 
persevere on a task to see it accomplished? 

 

9. How did adults encourage children in their learning? 
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10. Inuit Elders state that in the past they held high expectations of   
children and that today these have lowered. Is there a story a 
person can tell that illustrates this? 

 

11. How did Inuit games teach children the skills they needed to be 
good hunters and good seamstresses?  

12. What were morning rituals of the past and what did these teach 
children? 

 

13. What were communities like in the past and how did this help 
with the whole area of child rearing? 

 

14. How did parents teach children to be resourceful, creative and 
innovative? 

 

15. What were the taboos that related to children? 
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Content 
Of all the 
presentations about 
child rearing in the 
past, which ones stand 
out for you and why? 

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

Collaborative 
When you heard or saw how 
children were raised in the 
past, how do you think 
interpersonal relationships 
were different because of this 
upbringing? 

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

Personal 
What is one 
thing you heard 
about child 
rearing that you 
would like to use 
with your own 
children and 
why? 
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Notes and ideas on your personal learning experience 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 4: Lessons in Songs, Stories, Myths and Legends 
 

The Healing Journey  
 

 
 
 

By Rhoda Karetak 

WD6nwix6t9lb s0pDh5txExc6gA5 
We have to be careful when raising children 

By Rhoda Karetak 

 cEbK5 
Our brain 

 

 

 

 

NMMsE5 
Listen! 
xh+A6 scstMs6bQ5 

I told you so! 

s/CawJN6gA5 
We can mold them to 

be rocks 

m8iawJN6gA5 
We can mold 

them to be eggs 

wkawJN6gA5 
We can mold them 

to be humans 

h+f3ixD2b hNu4 
W5Jtc3m+z2b 
gryt5txc5b3lA xml 
hxMs6]v3lA N[oQZ1i 
gry+t8Nc5b3lA. 
w}M8i4f9l 
exMo6ym5b3ix3m5 tuxl 
+N7m5txD8+i6X5 
bclxoDili5iE5tx6bqlx
oDili5 gryQx5txExcC2b 
kbc5 sc6Xq7mb w1ui4 
gryxq7mb s?A5 x}NNsJA5 
gryx/ExcC2b. 
hfExc8qgu4 hflxc5bC2b 
wMwtA5 bm8N }NmqM6 
W]/E8q5gi[l}i5 
hfyvstQxl4Lb. bm8N 
cspm/s/ExcoClx3m5 
Xu6nwi6. 
 
If we are going to scold children we 
have to let them understand the 
reason and if we spank them always 
make them understand we love 
them afterwards.  
Sometimes they cry easily if there’s 
something wrong with their body, 
when they are tired, if they are not 
eating enough, we really have to try 
to understand, children do not say, 
they do not understand themselves, 
we as mothers have to be 
understanding.  
Some of us scold unnecessarily, this 
is wrong, sometimes even scolding 
right away when they do not even 
deserve it. There needs to be 
knowledge about child rearing. 
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In your group, develop a healing journey for those who might have been 
raised as a fragile egg or a hard rock. What can be done in communities 
to help people get over this early start? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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Biography of a Leader 

How do leaders stay healthy? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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rFs6 
Kiviuq 

 
] mfy vlx2 si]v3ifx 
si2]v6gx3ix6gz rFs3u4 x̀NNMs7i5 BxM8 Xs3z3u5 g]n5b3if7i4 mo[lz. 
cspmix6Sy srs6b6gu wkw5 kNct}Qq5g5 w1u4fbs6 si2]v3gxdtc3u1mb 
rFs3u4. ]b7No si2]v3ixZC nsi6]g3us5 si2]v6gxDyzi4 mo1ix6g6. wx5Nw5g6: 
 
Told by Mark Kalluak 
I’m going to tell a story about Kiviuq the way I used to hear it told by my mother 
Helen Paunrngat. Please note though the story of Kiviuq has many variations in the 
Arctic as each region has its own version unique to each community. This version of 
the story was taken from the Hauniqtuurmiut people which goes like this: 
 
bw7N+A6 rFs6 czn3Jx6 w~kMs6ym+J8i6 
xwC6]gu, er6b3+J2 ]nz~i5gu. rFs6 
xzJ6]vcMs6g6, bw2hmil+A6 wkw5 
x+b6ymo+Czu4 WYx5gxJMs3mb 
+x5bwo/5gx6Lt4 dFxh5gxJMs3mb 
sW31]Z’`Nu. 
Kiviuq was someone who lived a very long 
time ago over in Airaqtuuk, just off Bibby 
Island. Kiviuq had parents, and in those days 
Inuit people would celebrate the warm 
summer season by playing toss the ball. 
 

bw7N+A6 iFx6yx’Jx6 x`NN5txùi5g6 
WYxZi4]vzb x8k+Cq5 xo4g3̀i8Ns=lt4 
xw?1m5 ex=li. +x5bwo/o}Czb+A6 xat5 
+x5bwo/6g5 et4y6g9M3u[l x8k+Cq8i4 
xo4gw5bc5+bJ1m0J4, xo4g3̀i8Ns=li xw?1m5. 
x`NN5yxzb+A6 r9Mw/Cl4LA xw/}Cz5 
xo4g3if5 u6hc5+b6X1mQ5. 
r9MwDtfiZlx+Czb+A6 st3u/}Cz5 +x5bwo/6gk5, 
tx5Ng5nw8N6 ho Wc5+b6X1m0J4, 
xo4]g3̀i8Ns=li ex7]m6Li xw?1m5. 
Among the people was a young woman who lived 
with her grandmother. She would always come 

home crying with her clothes all torn up. During the play, young men would always 
tease her, ripping her clothes and sending her home with torn clothes. Her 
grandmother faithfully mended her clothes tear after tear. Every time she went 
back to the toss the ball games with mended clothes, the whole thing repeated 
itself all over again with her in torn clothes and crying when she arrived home. 
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x`NN5yxzA6 W8aobw8NCu, +x5bwo/yQx5gx3u1mb iFx6yx6 scsto6+X, N5ys2 
ixdxb xuxi4 NJ4ymJu4 gi7]m6LA xrui5 tA=la, 
Finally her grandmother being fed up with the behaviour, told the young woman to 
put a sealskin head over her head. She handed her this from her personal things,  
 
“W5yxqbsQx5gx3i3uAFNw sW8Z3lq5 w]mMsD]m6St5 +b7N xtlA Sw=/C3lt5 
N5ysy6gMsD]m6St5.” hNs=? b[? W5gdt4]ni4 gi8i6Lis4 N5ys2 ixdxb 
xuxi4 NJ4ymJu4. 
“When you see young men start to tease you, steal away into the water without 
being noticed. Put this on. Swim around in the water and imitate a seal”. Here she 
was performing a ritual on her with the use of a sealskin head as a way of getting 
back at her aggressors. 
 
xhẁM+A6 +x5bwo/’gxo3u1mb sW31]Z’`Nu 
yM5yx3Jx’Jx3u, bw7Nl+A6 
iFx6yx’gx6 WoExE/sQx3i3lT7uZu, 
sW81]Z9M4LQ81+A6 N5ys2 ixdxb xux 
xt=lA w]m6S6. +x5bwo/6g’Jw81+A6 
]nztA5 tx5N Sw?4Li x5cMs6X4Li 
N5ysy6g’Jxo3m5.  
As usual people were playing toss the 
ball in a pleasant summer season and as 
usual the young woman was again a 
target of abuse. She quickly stole away 
from their company and jumped in the 
water with the sealskin head over her own 
head. She swan around in front of the people 
playing ball, and imitated being a seal by 
popping her head and diving back in as seals 
would. 
 

+x5bwo/6g’Jw81+A6 
bfN]nMsfi5gfx6y8N6Lt4 wMz8i4 
bfCs6g3]v9Mhz/1m5 N5y’+JiCw=li. 
xat81+A6 x2+bex9Mux6Lt4 
+x5bwo/Ms6ymT5gtg5 c/3u1k5 
x6Xos]/tQx9M5gx6S5, 
]n7z6tx9M5gx9M3u[l. 
People who were busy playing ball did  
not notice her for a while until one of them 
exclaimed of spotting a seal. The men 
suddenly dispersed everywhere as if a ball 
game had never occurred when they all ran 

to their qajaqs and in no time at all were out in the water. 
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N5y’`N71+A6 niZ]/ztA5 Sw?4Li ]n7z6tDts/o3mQ5, ]n7zClx6t9lQ81+A6 
X0/3l5yxux3m5, x5dN5yxuxo6Li. s+X/6g81+A6 xw]/CMnsQx’JxClx3mb, Ns+A6 
W8ND1Nwgcux3m5 xatD`NJw5 c/s?4Lt4 ]n2bsleuxy5gx6S5. 
The little seal would pop its head up surprisingly close within striking range and 
stealthily led them out into the sea. No sooner had they reached the sea when a 
sudden storm came, and immediately the waters turned so vicious that it was not a 
place to be in. A lot of men were capsized and being blown away into the sea. 

 
rFs}D6 kvcMs3m5, k4vil xux4f]gc5+boMs6]gZlx4, kN+A6 c[oZlx6t9lA 
u8a6g’JxCu k]v Syx9M’Jxo3m5 xzJxb rFs2 NJc5+bZ’JxEo]Z tA7u9`M9l 
wS8ilc5+bo6]gZlx6 N[oQ’JxCus4. Ns+A6 xJ3N6y1m5 bm3u+A6 ]nFy8NyQxCu4 k]v 
emdux6bo3m5, xq3N]nuxMs5gxClx6LA+A6, emdo3u1m5, emAxT’JxzClx6LA 
n2fux’Jxo3i6Lis4 xJ3N6y9lxF1m5. 
Kiviuq had a younger brother, and for a long time they were the only survivors. As 
they came close to land, suddenly the younger brother capsized from exhaustion. 
His older brother Kiviuq stayed with him for a long time as he loved him dearly, 
holding on to him with one hand and trying to paddle ashore. As there was no other 
possible alternative left, and as both threatened to perish, the younger brother 
insisted on being left to die. The older brother hesitated for a long time, but 
finally, against all his wishes he let go of him. 
 

rFs]DE7N W5gdtcMs3i3m5 ]n=C’`Nu4, ]n=C’̀N]D6 
c]/b shxzi u8zc5+b3m5 Syqbw8N6Li 
]n2bs1m5. 
Kiviuq apparently had a helping spirit in a form 
of a sand piper. The little sand piper landed on 
the tip of his qajaq preventing him from 
capsizing while he drifted out into the stormy 
sea. 
 

 
kNyN]n5yxuxMs6Li+A6 kNy5gxbw8N3m5 
kN nox6LA c/6gc5+bo3m5, b4W1N+A6 
wk4h’`N6 bfhz/1mA g6L̀M6gW’Jx6, 
After being out in the sea for a long time without any sight of land, he finally made 
it to shore. With that he started to paddle along the shore and spotted a little 
inuksuk calling out to him. 
 
“sFlesys2 tAN+?t5, sFlesys2 tAN+?t5!” 
“Don’t let the hungry shell get you! Don’t let the hungry shell get you!” 
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whmQTs/ux6LA+A6 xs9̀MCs/ux’JzxCu, 
sfQxgw8Ns?o6Li+A6 wJw5yxuxo3m5 
g6L̀M6gW’Jx6, 
He ignored it but kept paddling along. 
But the little inuksuk called out all the 
more to the point of bending over as it 
yelled,  
 

“sFlesys2 tAN+?t5! sFlesys2 
tAN+?t5!” 
“Don’t let the hungry shell get you! Don’t 
let the hungry shell get you!” 
 

wlq6g3lxFo3m81+A6 ra7j5 eFx3m5 }b7N+A6 
sFlfl4 c]/b railxZ]/zi }ryQx7uJlxfl4 
b4fx9Mhz/1mA. wSti+A6 c/3uk5 W6X9M4tZ]/1mA 
drCu rF7]mflo6Li. 
Kiviuq, noticing how intent it was in getting his 
attention, turned around towards the stern of 
his qajaq and then saw a giant sea shell ready to 
take a bite out of his qajaq. He made a sudden 
jerk with his paddle against his qajaq, where the 
noise killed it and it sank.  

 
c/6g6gw8Ns/ux3m81+A6 b4W1N2bs]D6 hNflrx6 Xus3ui4 cw6gj5 yoJlxfl4. 
c/6gYoCu+A6 gM4Li yi4buxyQx3m5 u3Y6gCu. bm8N+A6 miC6 yi4b3Fqix4vi 
s0pE/Clxz wkFi6bc3m5, w8N6tyQx6t9lA+A6 sc6X9M1m5, 
He continued right along until he saw a 
weird looking figure sharpening its tail 
upon a rock. He was tired from paddling 
all day long so he landed ashore to stay 
for the night. He was a bit puzzled over  
a number of human skeletons around the 
area he had chosen to rest. As he was 
getting settled for the night he  
heard some one say,  
 
“]n5gZ3u4 n6v3us5y3lt5.”  
“Place a flat stone over your chest”. 
 
vmnETMsClx6Li+A6 ]n5gZ6ys6Li yiyQxCu n6v3us5yst+?. w8Nzo6t9lA+A6 
bw7N Xus3ui4 yo3Jx6bMs6g6 s/qCb6S6 wk4 yioChQZus4. 
s0pq5y6g6Li+A6 yi4y6gux’Jxo3m5 hQx5gx3ix3m1]Z5 swbZ]/4Li bsg4Lis4.  
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He hesitated for a moment before walking the area for a piece of flat stone which 
he placed over his chest. When he was comfortably settled down the weird figure 
that sharpened its tail earlier slowly appeared thinking the person had fallen 
asleep. Pretending not to notice him the person watched to see what was about to 
happen by keeping his eyes open just a wee bit.  
 
rFs}D6 s3i’JxCus4 yiZhQ=lA ]s7mtDEx6LA 3]vzi5 wq=FQ+? Xus3uk5 
vWQx7]m6LA. wq8N]/Cs/Ex6]gZlx}D6 Xusflx+A6 ]n5g4vj5 s/C’JxCu gdlv3l6S6 
hbwDt7]mflo6Li. 
The weird figure thinking he was asleep approached him and slowly sat on his chest 
intending to pierce him with his sharp tail. As he gleefully let his weight down his 
tail hit the flat stone. He fell dead and disappeared. 
 
cs1m81+A6 c/6gEx’gx3u1m5 rFs6 xq9Cu N`Mk5, xs9̀Mo6vuT’`N9M3u+A6 
bfhz/4rK6 tu’`Nui wy6glxfl1u4. g`M9M4Li+A6 bfnEx3i3lT8mA, 
c3ms8i3m81+A6 b6vKz d̀Mi5 w5hx3m5, bv8N+A6 xmsbofl4 s4fy’gx3uk5 
wZJlxfl4, sl’gx3ui4 tAu9lE4n5gx9M3ul.  
With another daybreak Kiviuq got on his qajaq for another long journey home. 

After having departed a while he spotted a 
lively smoke just above him. He immediately 
landed his qajaq and curiously walked up to 
inspect what it was. He discovered it to be a 
qarmaq. By looking in from above he saw an 
amautalik (spirit lady in an amauti) cooking 
something obscene in her big cooking pot. She 
was also holding her big ulu in her hand. 
 
wp4rb+A6 doQ4 blx6ymux3mi4 d̀MDt’Jxzi4, 

rFs71+A6 ck6 W5gx3ix3m1]Z5 e5y5gx6+X. w]/b}A6 blxDt’JxzA5 e5y3mA 
schz/1m5, 
Her eyes were totally covered with her floppy old eye lids. Curious to see what 
would happen if Kiviuq spat on her from above. His spit landed on her floppy eyelid 
and she said, 
 
“w4rr9Bw6, xh ]sm }b+Cz.”  
“Ooo that’s cold, perhaps this is casting a dark spell in my view.” 
 
Wpu+A6 d̀M t[Ax9M4LA sl’Jx3uk5 W`M9M4LA s5fy1uk5 ]sQ0pstx9M5gx9̀M9l. 
w]/b+A6 wlx e5y3u1mA+A7 sc5gxEK6,  
She grabbed her eyelid, and with her big ulu cut it off and dropped it in her big 
cooking pot to stew. He spat on the other eyelid and she said again, 
 
“w4rr9Bw6, xh ]sm }b+Cz.”  
“Ooo that’s cold, perhaps this is casting a dark spell in my view.” 
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w1ui+A6 WM4Li ]sQ0pExClx3uZu wk1u4 e4yu4yx9M4g’]gZu x4tEx3i3lT7m5, 
rFs}D6 c/3uk5 x6XlxExfl1m5, xa9}C6t8NA+A6 c/3u~k6Li, ]n71]Z9M5gx9M3ul. 
As she was about to cut a piece off of herself to throw in the stew, she caught a 
glimpse of a person and charged for the exit. Kiviuq in this case charged for his 
qajaq. He reached his qajaq before being caught and pushed himself out of her 
reach. 
 
xmsbos7}Y6 xaT8Nus4 sl’Jx3uk5 eM2nEx7]m6LA sc6Li, 
Amautalik being slow to catch her prey threw her big ulu in his direction saying, 
 
“yfx6t5XQ5.” 
“I cast an ice spell on you”. 
 
sl’gxz+A6 w]mA5 nosuo3m5 wm6 
yfx6g’]g1m5, rFs71+A6 wStuk5 yfx6 
voQx9̀M9l sc3m5bs6 c~kZlxrx6 
wmD3u1m5 xiAoE=li, c/6gc5+boE=lil 
xq9Csil4Li. 
As her big ulu skimmed along the water it 
quickly forced the water to freeze over. 
Meanwhile Kiviuq also spoke a word against 
her spell by touching the ice with his 
paddle turning it back to water so he could 
continue his journey. 
 

s=ll4+b’̀N}D6 c/6gMsE=li rFs6 
wk4yhz/oEK}D6 Xi]Qa8̀i1k5 x3N6fx4]n’`Nj5 
iFx6yx’gx3j9l. rFs71+A6 iFx6yx’gx6 
kox6+bEZus4 N+J/uxo3mQ4 mcwCl4X4Li 
xw=FQ5bs/o3mQ4. 
Having paddled the entire day Kiviuq came upon 
people, a daughter and mother, a little old lady 
and a young woman. Kiviuq took the young woman 
for his wife and remained with them for some 
time, hunting and returning to them as his home. 

 
x3N6fx4]n’`N7}a6 Xii swqDx6LA whm5b6gf~lo3iCu, izsi+A6 rFs6 
mcwo3u1m5 Xii+A6 fmwDxhz/o3mA. hNs=?+A6 fmw6y6g9̀M9l ys+bA5 vslA 
wZMs]/3lA gd5hxo3iCus4. fmwoCus+A6 wZMs]/6LA gd’gx3mA, ixdx+A6 bmsN 
dqyixi5 WQx6LA NJhz/oE+?. hNs=?sN w1ui4 XiQy6gyQx6 Xi1u 
ixdxb xuxi4 xtli. 
Incidently the sly little old lady was secretly developing an evil plot in her mind to 
take away her daughter’s husband. Sure enough, while her son in law Kiviuq was away 
hunting, she offered to look for lice in her daughter’s hair, all the while plotting to 
poke her in the ear to kill her by damaging the eardrum. As she was combing her 
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hair for lice she killed her by poking her eardrum. She skinned the woman’s head 
from the neck up. With that she was going to pretend to be her daughter by 
putting it over her head. 
 
rFs}D6 trn6go}Cz5 koxzb y[/E1i6ysDt?1mA isCw=F5yxE4g2 r[ozk5 c/6 
Xt4ty8N6LA syqx6X1m5. rFs}D6 mcwMs6Li trn6go3m5 x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 
XiQy6g6Li rFs6 t]mi5 g6L`Mhz/o3mA klC5gx9M3ul, 
Normally when Kiviuq came home with his qajaq full of meat, his wife would find a 
deep spot so he could pull his qajaq along the shore line and toss his catch ashore. 
When Kiviuq was approaching home after his hunt, the little old lady pretending to 
be her daughter stood above Kiviuq calling out and waving wildly, 
 

“m0/ m0/ y[/E1i6 ]n5yx6! m0/ m0/ y[/E1i6 ]n5yx6!”  
“Here, here! Over here! Here, here! Over here a nice deep spot!” 
 

rFs71+A6 csp9M4y8N’gxCus4 koxET8Nus4 b4Wfz g6Lmo6+X, 
Kiviuq noticing instantly that she was not his wife, in turn called back to her,  
 

“vu9M3lt5! vu9M3lt5!”  
“Take off your boots! Take off your boots!” 
 
vu9M’gx3m81+A6, Bx7m+A6 vNltE8N4 e3ǸE4, 
g[Z̀E4 wF’̀Na]/Wgw8̀N4. 
She took off her boots, and guess what you see, 
pitiful dark skinny legs, in a shape of dry leaf. 
 
rFs71+A6 koxET8Nus4 cspm’gx9M3u 
koxEy6gc5+bux’Jxo3mA x9}CA81+At=lA x[̀M5. emAx6LA+A6 whm?oCu 
mcwo}Czu+A6 v7T6y6y6gCl4Li Sxlw6y6y6gCl4Li W?o6S6 kNj5 
emgo?4Li xwQx3uAu N4nZ4nui4. xw/}Czu+A6 sc6X1m5, 
Kiviuq knowing full well that she wasn’t his true wife pretended to live with her as 
his wife for a full year, in fact. Thinking of leaving her soon, he pretended to lose a 
boot or a mitt as he was collecting them on the land by leaving them behind. He was 
storing them for the time when he would take them along on his journey home. 
Every time he arrived he would say, 
 
“s=lu v7q6y{I3uZm.” s=?~l=?, “s=lu Sxlw6y{M3uZm.” 
“Clumsy me lost a boot again today” or “Clumsy me lost my other mitt again today”. 
 
tx’N}A6 WZJlxo3m5 +W6yCJlxo3m5 x3N6fx4]n’`N6 wom5n4vu schz/1m5, 
Noticing the frequency of losing items the little old lady became suspicious and 
said, 
 
“emAm?oCuz3]v ]sm v7q6y6y6g6Lil, Sxlw6y6y6g{I6Xo6XV” 
“Perhaps someone is plotting to leave me on the guise of losing boots and mitts”.  
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RFs}D6 sc6X4Li s0pq5y6g6Li, 
Kiviuq would make a pretentious reply, 
 
“emMT8i2r5 szQ{MC2r5”. 
“Oh, I would never dare leave you as I’m totally attracted to you”. 
 
x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 rsy8N6X4Li,  
The little old lady would simply reply, 
 
“emAm?o3iD1mxw yK38q5 wles6bc6S6”. 
“I’ll have you know that if you are plotting to leave me, many evil spells are before 
you”. 
 
“xh+A6 emMT8i2r5 szQ{MC2r5.” 
“Oh, honestly, I will never leave you as I am totally attracted to you”. 
 
rFs71+A6 emgoxi ̀N7m4yNhQZuQ5 mcwyQx3uZu x3N6fx4]n’`N6 scsto6+X, 
Kiviuq, having determined his collection of lost items to be adequate for the trip, 
informed the little old lady before going on a hunting trip, 
 
“sz?ox’gx3ixoCmxw tr8N]n’gx3ix6Sz”. 
“This time I am going on an extended hunting trip so it will be a while before I get 
home”. 
 
x3N6fx4]n’`N}D6 sc6y8N6Li, 
The little old lady simply replied, 
 
“yK3qNw wles6bc6S6.” 
“Be assured of evil spells before you”. 
 
rFs71+A6 x3N6fx4]ntEi6 emux’Jxo3mA tx5N c/6gc5}bo6X4Li wmsi3i 
kNsi3il Whc5}bo6X4Li. sz?’̀N6y8N6t9lA+A6 wlest5 yKUi xhw`M 
n6r5bExhz/o3mb. wlest5 wMz5 yK9o6+X6 bwixTbC~l8̀i5 g]n/4nsq7m5. 
Kiviuq intentionally left the despicable little old lady by taking extended paddling 
journeys over the waters and long extended treks over the land. Having covered a 

considerable distance the evil spells began to 
appear in front to him. I will refrain from telling 
the first spell as it is so despicable for the 
listeners’ ear. 
 
W+h/c5+b6X4vu+A6 xS6yhz/oEK6 s4fy’gx3u4 
t6t5glxuxfl1u4. WhQxClx}Cz81+A6 
yK3qs+t8N5yxuxo3u1m5 ck6 W5gx3ixo3u1m1]Z3}u 
w6v6nCu whmhz/o3S6 s4fys2 ỳNk5 
gtMs3li ]sQtA5 ms/}C9MQx5gx3li s4fy’}g2 
w[lxk6O6 gtli. xhẁM}A6 whmQx’̀N9M3ul 

s4fys2 ỳNk5 gtMs6Li ]sQtA5 ms/}C9M4Li xrxk6Ostx9M5gx6S6, 
hbwDtZul+A6 s4fy4 n6r4v8iqbw8NoE=li. 
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After taking another long trek over the land he came across a huge cooking pot 
boiling wildly. Every time he advanced a little, it blocked his path. He pondered for 
a bit on what to do and thought he would quickly jump up on the edge of the pot and 
quickly advance over the cooking items and step over the other edge of the pot. 
Before taking a second thought he jumped suddenly and ran all the way across over 
the cooking items. The instant he crossed over the pot, it disappeared and never 
reappeared again. 
 
W+h/ux’gxo3u1m81+A6 sz?Clx3ut9lA 
}b2fx4bs}D6 x4I’gx4 sQx6gux’gx4 
u4rsux5gx6Lt4. iAZ4nsJ1Nw3u1mi+A6 
WhQxClx}Cz5 yKi3usb`E8Nuxo3uZuQ4 
whmhz/oEK}D6 xF5Xi4 x2ymMs’`N6g1i 
xf9Dx9MQx5gxDx6LQ4. xhẁM+A6 r1ms5g’gx4 
x2ymMs2c6X1mi4, x2ymMs‘̀N6g1i+A6 xhẁM 
xf9D{LQ4 x6XlxExfl1m5, }r/s9}Cci 
xi[Ax9M5gx3u1mQ4 
hbcMsFi6ymJ1NwE=lt4. 
He continued to progress forward on  
foot and when he had gone a little ways, 
suddenly there appeared two angry brown bears, viciously fighting, taking bites off 
of each other. Again there was no way of avoiding them as they kept blocking his 
path in front of him. He thought he might take a run between them when they 
briefly stepped back. As they were constantly at each other and hardly a moment 
of letting go of each other, he took a run in that tiny instant of parting.  Again, he 
suddenly passed between them and they disappeared as if they had never existed. 
 
xwhx’gxCu+A6 xbs3]v rFs6 Whc5+bo3u1m5 ra9o6+Xa7]mo3i6Li+A6 wles5 
xS5gxoE+? rU’gx+A6 v+h5g’gx4, vh5gx}Czi+A6 s/C’gw5, s/Ch[JClux’gw4 
W4y]Zux5gxo6X4Lt4 Njl4}b6. iAZ4nsJ1Nw3u1m}Y6, xiA3lA ryxiso3u1m5 
rFs}D6 whmhz/oEK6 xf9D9lQ4 x6Xo6gx9MQx5gxDx6Li. 
Of course with the urge to reach home, Kiviuq took another long trek across the 
land. Incidentally, there was yet to be one and last evil spell to be which he came 
across. Two giant hills were clashing at each other. When they banged each other, 
rocks and boulders flew everywhere. Again it was difficult to avoid them and 
crucial to pass through them. Kiviuq thought to rush past the two clashing 
mountains. 
 
rFs}DE7N xtQcMs6ym1m5 xfCs/o’gx3u4, bfC8i5gxJMs3u1mb xfCs/o’gw5 xat5 
xtZw. r1z’gx+A6 xf5g6ymMs’̀N6g1i rFs6 x6Xo6glxExfl1m5 xf9D{LQ4. 
xS6]v6t8NQ+A6 xiA6gfisZlx6, ]r/s9C/5yxux3m81+A6 xfCs/’gxz x[̀M5 r[QtZu, 
xfwgw8NsZlx6Li xi+At5gx3iE? wlestfl4. 
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Incidentally Kiviuq was wearing a beautiful 
atigi with an extra long back flap. They were 
a sight to see being worn by young men in 
those days. Kiviuq waited until the two 
clashing mountains made a brief split and 
ran as fast as he could between them. He 
got over all right, but he almost got crushed. 
In fact his extra long back flap got caught 
and tore off. Once again he past the evil 
spell, but not until his back flap got bitten 
off. 
 
wlest5 xiA6ymo3mb rFs6 c/6gc5}bo3iCu xhẁM+A6 b4XZ kNso6S6 
gx5gZ]/a=li. c[ooCus+A6 wobE+? xwC6}ga1m5. trn6go}Czu xFs?Ms3i3m5 
xFs5bo6S}D6. 
Having past all of the evil spells, Kiviuq began his long journey home by qajaq. In 
time though, he spotted land, a very thin outline over the horizon. When he came 
closer he recognized it to be Airaqtuuq. Customarily, he would let out a joyful howl 
as he returned from his hunting, and this he did as he approached home. 
 
rFs2 xzJ6]vQ4 x}b}bl x`N`Nl x9}CA81+At=lt4 x[`M5 niòE’`N6Lt+A6 cw6g2 
3]vzi w4y?’`N6Lt4 w3i3u1i4 iEsc5}b6]g8̀i4 bskz bEs2 N`Mk5 
eic5}bux6Lt4, xFsJ4nu[l }NMc5}bux6g4. 
For a whole year Kiviuq’s parents, his father and mother sat side by side on a rocky 
surface keeping watch for their son’s return over the sea horizon, constantly 
peeling the horizon, and listening for the joyful howl of a hunter. 
 
rFs71+A6 xFs6Xlx gn6nD3m5 sc6bo6S4, 
When Kiviuq’s joyful howl could be heard faintly in the distance, the parents said, 
 
“+w, +w, w7mo+A6 rFs2 i+X”. 
“Surely, yes surely, indeed that is Kiviuq’s joyful howl”. 
 
wkw5 dFx5nlxj5, d[llxj9~l=? kho1iCZs?1mb g6fx9Mux6Lt4, rFs71+A6 
xzJ6]vQ4 dFx5nlxj5 kyo4Lt4 gdMs6ymJ4, w3iz4 xwC6]gj5 tr8Nu 
crZlx6t9lAl. xa6v/Clx6LQ+A6 rFs2 xzJ6]v1i gd=lt[l kNoMs6ymK6. 
It is known by Inuit that sudden excitement or sudden surprise resulted in a person 
to succumb to heart attack and die suddenly. Kiviuq’s parents were said to have 
been overcome by excessive happiness that they succumbed to heart attack and 
both died at the very moment their son set foot on Airaqqtuuq. Kiviuq almost made 
it to see his parents still alive, but they fell dead as he stepped ashore. 
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scst/s?Ms6Szo si2]vZsZi4]vz5 rFs6, ho+A6 ]sm1m5 ryxi+A6 wk1k5 
bf/shxJw5]goMs6g6 bb=phxT{Li w5n3ibslxj81+A6 kNDcoCu x[`M5 
wobE/sMw3m5. 
I used to be told soon after finishing the Kiviuq story that he is still alive, but that 
he refrains from being seen by people so as not to frighten them. He is so old that 
earth has started to grow on him that no one would recognize him anymore. 
 

m8̀i5 !#, @))@ 
June 13, 2002 
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Choose to focus on one of the challenges that Kiviuq had to face. 
Discuss how he was able to demonstrate leadership in overcoming an 
obstacle. Does this action relate to any of the eight IQ principles? 
Explain how. 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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What life lesson did you take from Kiviuq’s way of dealing with the 
challenge in the episode you have chosen? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personal 
From reading a legend, 
explain why you think 
these stories have 
lasted over time. What 
do we lose if they 
disappear? 
 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Collaborative 
Storytelling required an 
audience. What do you 
think made this means of 
sharing so powerful for 
the Inuit culture? 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

Personal 
If you were to write your 
own piisiit, what would be 
the symbols you would 
include in your song? Why 
would you include them? 
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Who would I invite to lunch? 
 
Give reasons for your choice. 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 
 
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 5: Qanuqtuurungnarniq/The Concept of Being Resourceful to 
Solve Problems  
 

Space Capsule Observation Sheet 
Names  Making 

suggestions 
Showing 
others 

Encouraging Questioning Participating Other 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2. 
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Reflection 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

  Personal 
  How would you rate yourself under the following  
  criteria : 5 for very able and 0 for not able at all: 

  ___ adaptable (able to get used to a new or different situation) 

  ___ flexible (not stuck in a particular way of doing things) 

  ___ a quick thinker 

  ___ creative 

  ___ able to think 

           ___ able to participate in brainstorming with others 

Content 
If you were going out on the 
land on a skidoo, what would 
you be sure to take just in 
case your machine broke 
down? Make a list of the 
essential things one should 
have available in case of an 
emergency. 

Collaborative 
In working with your 
team in the space 
capsule activity, what 
did you learn about the 
resourcefulness of 
your teammates? 

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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Iqqaqqaukkaringniq 
 
Iqqaqqaukkaringniq refers to the way Inuit sought solutions to 
obstacles or challenges that presented themselves. Like the concept of 
qanuqtuurungnarniq this required resourcefulness, quick thinking, 
innovation and creativity. Inuit believed that learning takes place best 
when we can look at things in a new way. We meet the needs we have in 
our lives, by looking at the resources at hand and improvising to create 
strategies, technologies or processes that improve our lives. 
 
Think of Inuit life today. What examples are there of 
iqqaqqaukkaringniq that are evident in your community today? Make a 
list of as many as you can. 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 6: Piliriqatigiingniq/The Concept of Collaborative Relationships 
or Working Together for a Common Purpose 
 
What would you expect to see in a community that had healthy 
collaborative relationships? 
 

Put down your ideas. Take pictures. Draw or illustrate what you would 
expect to see. 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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wkw5 WFQ/q5 s4WE/wl niC3j5 iFU6tb4n5 
Inuit Values and Beliefs  

English Kivalliq  
Dialect 

Qikiqtani 
Dialect 

Netsilik 
Dialect Inuinnaqtun French 

resilience dMoJw8i6 dMohw31i6 hDw8N3bq5h6 makitpaallirniq résilience 

practice s4gCJi6 
WNJ4X1i6  
xg̀M6bu4 

s4gCJi6 
 

uuktuqattarniq practique 

cooperation wvJ6t}Q1i6 wvJ6t+Q1i6 wcbs5yx3g6 ikayuqatigiing-niq coopération 

sharing  xu6vs8i6 xu6+v6X1i6 
 
Wctc5yxcb3g6 

tunihiqatigiing-
niq partage 

love N[o1i6 N[o1i6 N[o1i6 piqpaguhungniq amour 

survival x8N4gJi6 smNh1i6 x8N4gymNhx3-
i6 

annakhimaarniq survie 

conservation ka5y5bwoi6 Ws6hx3+JuJ8- 
N31i6 w[?tbwq5h6 

hunamirutittai-
liniq conservation 

teamwork WoEct}Q1i6 nNct}Q1i6  WoEct]Q1i6 havaqatigiingniq travail 
d’équipe 
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resource-
fulness w6v6n5txji6 wc6n5tx3i6 XNq5h6 

qanuriliurutik-
haqhiurniq ingéniosité 

patience ekw8i6 ekgw8i6 sXlw/w5h6 
irinahukhimai-
ttumik patience 

moving 
forward 

yK7jx1i6 yK7jx1i6   yK7jx1i6 hivumuurniq aller de 
l’avant 

mastery Wh6yi6 xJ8q5txo3i6 xJDwmE4b 
ayuiqhimattiar-
niq maîtrise 

family wM}Q1i6 wM+Q5 wM]Q1i6 ilagiit famille 

listening g]nh3i6 NMA8N31i6 g]nh3i6 naalangniq écoute 

significance grc3i6 s0pDh5tx31i6 
r[oQ4gu4 
uyAm5yx3g6 qauyimatqunniq portée 

adaptability xbsyYcbsJ- 
1N3i6 

wMost5txvs-
tQi6 

bWE4t5yJ1N3g6 hungiutitaarniq adaptabilité 

observation cspnJi6 s0pDhtx3i6 uyo4nwJ6 qun’ngiarniq observation 

strength W[Ai6 nTi6  W[Ai6 hakugingniq force 
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volunteer wvJuxJi6 xro6h6bsNi wvJcb3g6 ikayuqtuiniq bénévole 

taking the long 
view 

szy4gj5 
whm4n6ysJi6 WoE?1i6 

szy4gj5 
whm4n6ysJi6 

hivituyumik 
tautungniq 

voir à long 
terme 

consensus whmct}QJi6 
yK7j5 
whm4n6ys3i6 wmNctQ4i6 angiqatigiingniq consensus 

endurance hdyJw8i6 xqct}Q1i6 wexhw5g6 taimaaqtailiniq endurance 

strength W[Ai6 n8qi6 nTi6 W[Ai6 n8qi6 
Ihumamut 
akhuurniq force 

generosity g4f3i6 wc5g6 x=?E4g6 anniruhuyuinniq générosité  

respect sWAh1i6 W3Jxat5ti6 
x?tui5gi4 
vmh5yx3i6 ikpiguhungniq respect 

unity xbsysct]Q1i6 x0p}Q4t5ti6 wkctcD1N5-
yx3i6 

ilauqatigiingniq unité 

unpretentious WshQq8i6 WshQq8i6 WshQq8i6 
anangain’ngaa-
yuinniq 

sans 
prétention 

apologize mux5g8N31i6 mux5g8N31i6 whmcFvDw3i6 mamianiaarniq présenter  
des excuses 
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acceptance xvs4n3i6 xq6yJ8N31i6 hqstymJ6 
naammaguhung-
niq acceptation 

oneness xbsysct}Q1i6 xbsysct}Q1i6 xbsyscbsi6 atauttimiuniq identité 

inter-
connectedness 

x4gxgCs8ic3-
i6 

x4gxc5bsti6 bWE8 ataviqarniq inter-
connectivité 

trust hoi6 s4WE/c3i6   s4W3N3i6 ukpiruhungniq confiance 

helping wvJ3i6  wvJ3i6  wvJ3i6 ikayurniq aidant 

responsibility W/4ncsmi6 W/nc3i6 
 
Wp5yi6 

kamagiyakha-
qarniq responsabilité 

perseverance nWo6bwoi6 nWo6bwoi6 vJy5yx3g6 hatuittailiniq persévérance 

honesty hoi6 hoi6 r[oQ4g6 iquttailiniq honnêteté 

equality xbsyst5yi6 Noj}Q4t5ti6   xpQ4t5yJ6 aadjigiingniq égalité 

improvisation ck6]gD1N3i6 ck6}gD8N3i6  ck6]gD1N3i6 
himmautiqaq-huni 
ihuaqhi-
djutikhamik 

improvisation 
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Team Game Tournament 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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Team-Game-Tournament Scorecard 
 

Individual Team Member 1: ______________ and _______________ 

Individual Team Member 2: ______________ and _______________ 

Individual Team Member 3: ______________ and _______________ 

Individual Team Member 4: ______________ and _______________ 

Individual Team Member 5: ______________ and _______________ 

Total Score for this Team: ___________ 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

1.______________________________

________________________________

2.______________________________

________________________________ 

3.______________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Personal 
What Inuit values do 
you see as essential to 
cooperative learning 
and collaborative 
relationships? Explain 
your choices. (Choose 
3.) 

Collaborative 
What suggestions would 
you make to your home 
team in order for you to 
feel more comfortable 
with this kind of 
learning activity? 

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Personal 
Which role in the 
team-game-
tournament did you 
feel most 
comfortable playing 
and why? 

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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Elements of Cooperative Learning 
 
Look back at the five conditions described for effective cooperation 
and collaboration. Explain each one in relationship to the eight IQ 
guiding principles. 
 
1. Positive interdependence 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

2. Face to face interaction 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

3. Individual and group accountability 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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4. Interpersonal and small group skills 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

5. Group processing 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 7: Avatimik Kamattiarniq/The Concept of Stewardship 
 

What would you expect to see in a healthy northern community? 
 

Use this space to keep notes of what you are observing. 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________ 
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Reflection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Content 
This unit relates to 
stewardship. How 
does thinking of 
multiple uses for 
things connect with 
the topic of 
stewardship? 

Collaborative 
How do you think your 
community is doing in 
terms of protecting and 
respecting the 
environment? How do you 
feel you could mobilize 
people to improve your 
community’s image? 

Personal 
In what ways do 
you demonstrate 
good stewardship in 
your life? 
 

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________
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Web Search 
 
See what you can find in terms of young people who have taken a 
leadership role in environmental issues. Make note of the website 
addresses and share any results so that these can be posted on the 
bulletin board display. 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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Report Card 

Design your report card for the place you assessed in the community 
mapping activity. This will be the draft you will share with your teacher. 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 8: Aajiqatigiingniq/The Concept of Consensus Decision Making 
 

What is consensus decision making? 
 
Use the space below to write down questions you want to ask, answers 
you get and your own summary of the concept of consensus decision 
making. 
 
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Content 
What are the key ideas that 
seemed to be found in 
everyone’s idea of what 
consensus decision-making 
means? How were the ideas 
shared by the Elders 
different? 
 

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

Collaborative 
What role do you believe 
‘influence’ plays in consensus 
decision-making and how 
could this be seen as a 
positive rather than a 
negative aspect? 

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Personal 
From all that you have 
heard on this concept, 
what did you learn about 
consensus decision 
making that has the 
most impact on your 
thinking?  

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 9: Pijitsirarniq/The Concept of Serving  
 

Pijitsirarniq 
 
Pijitsirarniq, the concept of serving, is a key aspect of the Inuit style 
of leadership. This concept is found in parent and child relationships, 
and leader and community relationships. Central to this concept is the 
idea of social responsibility, a healthy self confidence mixed with 
humility. Others might describe it as doing for others what you would 
want them to do for you. A leader is someone who serves the needs of 
others. 
 
For the Inuit, a person’s leadership ability was based on the individual’s 
ability to do something positive. Respect was earned because of one’s 
skill or knowledge of how to do something very well. It is very dynamic, 
in that a person is a leader in one instance, based on his or her ability, 
but not in all instances. The situation at hand dictated that. A man or a 
woman could be a leader.  
 
In the past the leaders in a community were those who were well 
respected by their peers and had a sense of responsibility for others. 
They had the ability and willingness to improve the situation. They were 
people who were thoughtful and sincere about helping others in the 
community. Some were shamans, who were like the healers or 
counsellors of communities today. Those who were respected were 
considered leaders as well. 
 
Traditionally children were raised with a built-in expectation that they 
would give back to the community. Serving others was instilled in 
children right away. Children were to consider others first. Therefore 
children were taught that if they saw someone in need, they must be 
ready to help. They weren’t to wait to help. It was really valued to 
offer help before being asked by anticipating the needs of others. 
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There are an abundance of stories of how Inuit went out of their way 
to ensure that people who were hungry were brought food or given the 
last supplies of a traveling group who left starving people supplies when 
they moved on. When people were on the land and they came across 
people who were in need, they would leave their food or dogs for others 
until they could find more food – this was like an unwritten law. When a 
person went through a camp it was expected that that person would 
leave behind their food or if they had cached meat, to tell the group 
who needed it where the cached meat’s location. People were expected 
to care for those who needed it out on the land, going back with food 
once one found some. 
 
This could be broadened to also include epidemics. There was a fear of 
illness and a reticence to walk into camps where there was illness since 
they wanted to avoid getting sick themselves. But there also was an 
expectation to help. 
 
Conflicts also resulted from certain taboos. It was known that when 
certain men caught food only certain parts could be eaten by women. 
Then there were some people who could catch food for all.  
 
A leader in a camp would know the skills of the camp members and 
assign specific tasks to members in order for the camp to be okay. A 
leader had the skill to recognize skills in others and know how to make 
them all work together to enable the camp to survive. 
 
In the past, for Inuit the concept of leadership focused on a person 
being an expert or knowledgeable in a particular area. Therefore when 
the Qallunaat came Inuit felt that they had expertise about formal 
education. The teacher had knowledge and skills in areas that the Inuit, 
at that point, perceived they did not. Leadership in education, and in 
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other areas of community life, was given up to Qallunaat or to the QQ 
way of having authority.  
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Content 
Compare the list done in 
the last activity with the 
list of services done and 
needed in your community 
(Connector). Which ones do 
you feel would make a 
significant difference if 
they were done in your 
community? Why? 

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

Collaboration 
What did you learn 
about others in your 
class in terms of what 
service they are doing 
for others? 

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

Personal 
If you had one hour in 
which you could serve 
others in your 
community, what would 
you do and why? 
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Doing for Others 
Nature of Service: 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Service:    ___________________________________ 
 
Signature of Person Served: _____________________________________ 
 
Description of Service: 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________ 
 
What I Learned About My Community and Myself! 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 10:Pigunninga Unipkaat/The Power of Storytelling 
 

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles 
 
 
Avatimik Kamattiarniq –  To support and maintain environmental  
     wellness 

 
Qanuqtuurungnarniq –  To be resourceful and seek solutions   
     through creativity, adaptability, and   
     flexibility 
 
Aajiiqatigiingniq –   To make decisions through discussion and  
  consensus 
 
Pijitsirniq –    To contribute to the common good through  
     serving and leadership 
 
Piliriqatigiingniq –   To work together for a common cause 
 
 
Pilirimmaksarniq –  To develop skills through practice, effort  
  and action 
 
 
Inuuqtigiitsiarniq –   To respect others through relationships and 
     caring for people 
 
 
Tunnganarniq –    To foster good spirit by being open,   
     welcoming and inclusive 
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Working on My Story 
 
To find what is meaningful to you, scan the world constantly in a way 
that lets you see what is going on and from that you will start to 
recognize blips of interest. These will probably be things that interest 
you. Use your senses to do this scanning – hearing, seeing, smelling, 
tasting and touching. 
 
What makes me worry? _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What makes me angry? _______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Why am I reacting so strongly to this incident? ____________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

Why am I not reacting strongly? _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What makes me remember things from my past? ___________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What makes me laugh? __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What makes me sad? ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Why am I making these connections? _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Interview 
 
Make sure the person who interviews you uses your journal to put down 
the answers. That way you will have these to use when forming the 
story you will share with your class. 
 
1. Tell me a little about yourself – where you live and what you like to 

do, who you live with. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. If you have spare time and can do what you like, what is one thing 
that you really like doing? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

3. Who is someone in your life that you look up to and truly respect? 
What kind of relationship do you have with this person? If you could 
say anything to them right now, what would it be? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

4. If you could spend time with an Elder, what would you want to do? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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5. What is something that your parents have told you that helps you to 
be the kind of person you want to be? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

6. What are three things that make you happy? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

7. What is something that really ticks you off? That you get really 
angry about? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

8. If you could make an improvement in your community, what would 
that be? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

9. Have you done something in your past that you would like to make up 
for today? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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10. If you could see yourself 50 years from now and you are an Elder,    
what do you want people to look up to you and remember you for? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

11. What is something that could be done in your community that would 
make it a healthier place for young people to grow up in? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

12. What frustrates you? 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 What information have I discovered that surprised me the 
most? 

 What will surprise others if they hear, see what I am thinking, 
doing about this? 

 What one thing do I have to share with others on this? 
 What one thing have I learned that I didn’t expect to learn? 
 What can I say in one sentence that tells me the meaning of 
what I have learned? 

 What one thing – person, place, event, detail, fact, quotation – 
have I found that contains the essential meaning of the subject? 

 What is the pattern of meaning I have discovered? 
 What can’t be left out of what I have to share? 
 What one thing do I need to know more about? 
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Draft 

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 
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Reflection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Content 
Angeles Arrien, a cultural 
anthropologist, talks about 
youth as a time for showing 
your gifts and talents, and 
Eldership as a time for 
mentoring and passing on a 
legacy. What are the gifts 
or talents you were given? 
 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

Collaborative 
When you heard your 
classmates’ gifts or 
talents that they 
shared during the 
opening activity, what 
were you thinking? 

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

Personal 
Is there an Elder who could 
help guide you? Is an Elder 
doing this now? What would 
it take for this to happen? 
What difference would it 
make in your life to have a 
mentor? 
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Presentations 
 

Names 1st Star 2nd Star Wish (Suggestion) 
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Names 1st Star 2nd Star Wish (Suggestion) 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Appendix A: Self-Assessment 
 

Learning Competencies Evaluation 
Using the scale from 1 to 5 (below) rate how well you feel you are able 
to do the following. 
 

 Explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe and 
evaluate it 

 Articulate lessons learned from earlier generations related to 
the values of the community 

 Explore global views of leadership and how the Inuit  
worldview can add to this knowledge 

 Know what it means to ‘tell one’s own story’ and take the lead in 
doing so 

 Increase your understanding of the concept of 
pilimmaksarniq/skills and knowledge acquisition 

 Increase your understanding of the concept of 
qanuqtuurungnarniq/being resourceful to solve problems 

 
Demonstrate innovative thinking to solve a problem 

 Increase your understanding of the concept of 
piliriqatigiingniq/collaborative relationships or working 
together for a common purpose 

 Demonstrate an understanding of the concept of avatimik 
kamattiarniq/stewardship as it was thought of in the past and 
how it is understood today 

 Explore leadership to develop a set of criteria to describe and 
evaluate it 

 Increase your understanding of the aajiiqatigiiniq/concept of 
consensus decision making 
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 Work with others to demonstrate aajiiqatigiiniq /consensus 
decision making 

 Understand and value the concept of pijitsirarniq/serving and 
demonstrate this through serving others 

 
Discuss the eight guiding principles of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
and how these relate to leadership in Inuit society 

 
Evaluate personal growth 

1 2 3 4 5 
don’t know not sure sort of well very well 
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Module Evaluation 
 
 
 
 

The concepts about leadership in this module have been based on 
the eight Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit guiding principles. The overall 
understanding is that we develop inusirniq throughout our lives 
as we begin to apply these principles in the way we interact with 
others and with our environment. Leadership is embodied in the 
ways that we improve the situation around us. 
 
Write a brief statement about what you feel you learned from 
this module.  
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
 
What were the key issues for you? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
 
What do you think should be added? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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Assessing Your Participation 
Give yourself a rating as to how well you participated in the following 
activities. Mark an X to show how well you feel you participated. 
 

Unit Activity Participated 
fully 

Could have 
participated 

more 

Did not 
participate 

1 Who do we think are leaders?    

1 Am I Paul Okalik?    

1 What is leadership?    

1 Reflection    

1 Build the Tallest Tower    

2 Put yourself on the Line!    

2 Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit    

2 Elder Input    

2 Reflection    

2 IQ/QQ Comparison    

3 Joe’s Dog Team Story    

3 Lessons My Parents Gave Me!    

3 How was it done in the past?    

3 Reflection     

3 Personal Learning Experience    

4 Tiriaq: The Weasel Game    

4 The Fragile Egg/Hard Rock Story    

4 The Kiviuq Legend    

4 Reflection    

4 Who would I invite to lunch?    

5 What colour is Saturday?    

5 This is a scarf, but it isn’t really a 
scarf. It’s a ...    

5 Space Capsule    
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5 Reflection    

5 Catapulting Hacky-Sack    

6 My Personality    

6 Four Corners    

6 Cooperative Learning Jigsaw    

6 Reflection    

6 Elements of Collaboration    

7 Recycle It!    

7 Multiple Uses    

7 Community Mapping    

7 Reflection    

7 Report Card Time    

8 Milling to Music    

8 How do others influence you?    

8 What is consensus decision-making?    

8 Reflection    

8 Winter Survival Exercise    

9 Bingo    

9 Servicing our Community    

9 How would the world be different 
if...?    

9 Reflection    

9 Doing for Others    

10 Personal Possession    

10 What’s an Elder?    

10 Working on their Stories    

10 Reflection    

10 Presentations    

 Self-Assessment    
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Updating Your Aulajaaqtut Personal Portfolio  
 
Select three activities from this module to put into your permanent 
Aulajaaqtut personal portfolio collection. These may be pages 
photocopied from your journal or other work you have done during this 
module. 
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Assessing Your Journal 
 

Look through your student journal and decide on how you would rate your work. You may decide to 
improve on the overall quality of your student journal using some of the scoring criteria from the 
rubric below. 
 
 1 Point 2 Points 3 Points 4 Points 5 Points 
Quantity My journal is 

missing most of 
the required 
materials. 

My journal 
contains little of 
the required 
information. 

I completed 
some of the 
journal 
activities but a 
lot is missing. 

I completed 
most of the 
journal 
activities. 

I completed all 
the journal 
activities. 

Depth My journal 
writing 
demonstrates 
very little 
understanding 
of the materials 
covered in this 
module. 

My journal 
writing 
demonstrates 
only a little 
understanding 
of the materials 
covered in this 
module. 

My journal 
writing 
demonstrates an 
acceptable 
understanding 
of the materials 
covered in this 
module. 

My journal 
writing 
demonstrates a 
good 
understanding 
of the materials 
covered in this 
module. 

My journal 
writing 
demonstrates a 
good, solid 
understanding 
of the material 
covered in this 
module. 

Interest Not much of 
this writing is 
interesting. 
 

A bit of this 
writing is 
interesting to 
me. 

Parts of this 
writing are 
interesting to 
me and would 

Most of this 
writing is 
interesting to 
me and would 

Reading through 
this is 
interesting to 
me and would 
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also be 
interesting to 
others. 

also be 
interesting to 
others. 

also be 
interesting to 
others. 

Value None of this has 
really been 
helpful. I’m still 
confused about 
how I could 
control my life. 

A bit of the 
responding and 
reflecting has 
been helpful and 
I can begin to 
think about how 
to make changes 
in my life. 

Some of this 
responding and 
reflecting has 
been helpful to 
me and I can 
understand my 
life and begin to 
make changes. 

Most of this 
responding and 
reflecting has 
been helpful to 
me and I can 
understand my 
life and begin to 
make changes. 

Responding and 
reflecting in 
this journal has 
been very 
helpful to me 
and I can 
understand my 
life and begin to 
make changes. 
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